Interview guide – (during intervention)

Evaluation of the guide

1. Have you used the web version, the paper version or both?
2. How has the guide worked in their work with quality and safety?
3. How did you work with the guide?
4. What has been particularly useful and relevant? In what way?
5. What has been challenging / difficult or that has not worked? In what way?
6. How can the guide be further developed to work even better for you in the work with quality and safety?

Evaluation of workshops and own work

1. How has it been to attend the workshops?
2. Has it been in line with your expectations in advance? (if yes / no: in what way?)
3. What benefit have you gained from attending the workshops? What could / should possibly have been different for it to work even better?
4. How has it been to get homework between each workshop? Has this been done? What challenges have you possibly faced? What has gone particularly well?
5. How has it been working with the guide between the workshops?
6. If we are going to create a new agenda at a later date, what suggestions would you then give us researchers designing the intervention agenda? What has been good / bad, and what could / should have been changed?

Sustainability: How to make the work of the guide and the focus on quality work persist?

1. How do you think you can use the leadership guide further as an integral part of the quality and safety work?
2. What challenges do you think may apply in further work with the guide? How can you meet these?
3. What challenges do you have - where should the focus be in the further work?
4. What factors should be present for you to be able to maintain the work with the guide in the quality work?
5. How can you involve employees in the further quality work and work with the guide in the future?
6. How can you involve users / patients in the further quality work and work with the guide in the future?

7. Who will be responsible for following up?

8. How do you want us researchers to get involved in the further work? What do you need?

9. Do you want more workshops? That we participate in management meetings and / or professional meetings? If so, what do you want us to focus on?